Get to know Exotic Fiber!
In this article we will go over how camel, alpaca, yak and vicuna fiber is made into yarn. As we
have all been learning, we can make fiber out of just about anything. These exotic fibers range from
great everyday items to once in a lifetime chance to even see. In this article we will touch on camel,
alpaca, yak and vicuna fiber. Camelids refers to the biological family that contain camels, alpacas
and vicunas. In general, camelids are two-toed, longer necked, herbivores that have adapted to
match their environment. Yaks are part of the bovidae family which also contain cattle, sheep, goats,
antelopes and several other species. Yaks can get up to 7 feet tall and weight upwards of
1,300 pounds. Domesticated yaks are considerably smaller.

Lets start with Camels!
The Bactrian Camel, which produces the finest fiber, are commonly found in Mongolia. They can
live up to 50 years and be over 7 feet tall at the hump. These two-humped herbivores hair is mainly
imported from Mongolia. In ancient times, China, Iraq, and Afghanistan were some of the first
countries to utilize camel fiber. Bactrian Camels are double coated to withstand both high mountain
winters and summers in the desert sand. The coarse guard hairs can be paired with sheep wool,
while the undercoat is very soft and a great insulator. Every spring Bactrian Camels naturally shed
their winter coats, making it easier to turn into yarn. Back when camel caravans were the main form
of transportation of people and goods, a "trailer" was a person that followed behind the caravan
collecting the fibers. Today, it is not uncommon for breeders to shear the camels for their fiber. All
but the hump is sheared at the first sign of shedding. The hairs around the hump are untouched to
improve disease resistance.
Click the above photo to watch a short video on plucking camel hair!
Making Camel Yarn:
Camel fiber is said to be twice as warm as wool and is less prone to pilling. Another feature of
camel fiber is it doesn't contain lanolin, which is the source of most peoples allergies to normal
wool! The fibers are separated into three grades:
High-grade - undercoat fibers are used in the consumer textile industry.
Medium-grade - used to make apparel, but can be rougher to the touch.
Low-grade - usually contain guard hairs, is rougher and used for rigid textiles such as carpets.
Once the hairs have either fallen, brushed, plucked or sheared off they are cleaned of impurities.
Followed by carding to straighten and separate the fibers and lastly, spun into yarn.
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Camel Yarns we Carry:
Shibui Knits Dune
50% Baby Alpaca / 25% Camel / 25% Silk
DK Weight with 142 Yards per Hank
Currently on sale!
Pascuali Cairo 4
100% Baby Camel
DK Weight with 109 Yards per Hank

Plymouth Yarn Cammello Merino
90% Extrafine Merino Wool / 20% Baby Camel
Sport Weight with 180 Yards per Ball

Continuing with Alpacas
Their are two breeds of Alpacas, the Suri and the Huacaya (pronounced: wuh-kai-ya). Alpaca
wool is in general 2 times warmer than wool, finer, light weight, and durable. With over 22+ natural
color options, these cute creatures are a yarn lovers dream. Alpacas are commonly mistaken for
llamas. But, the main difference is alpacas are smaller in size. The main difference between the two
breeds is their coat length and fineness. Below are the differences between the two breed's fiber:

Suri







Only make up about 10% of the world alpaca population
Fleece hangs down resembling dreadlocks
Softness of cashmere
Luster of silk
Warmth and weight of goose down
Average fiber length is 4 - 6 inches

Huacaya Alpaca







Make up about 90% of the world alpaca population
Fiber density and appearance are similar to that of a sheep
Hair grows perpendicular to the skin making them look fluffier
Fiber has a natural crimp which provides more elasticity
Average fiber length is 3 - 5 inches
Most commonly alpacas can be found here in the US
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Making Alpaca Yarn
Alpacas are sheared once a year in the early spring. Unlike sheep, alpaca fiber doesn't have the
natural grease, making it easier or even unnecessary to clean. Depending on your spinning
preference you can wash the fiber first. Next, the fiber is carded either by hand or a drumcarder.
During the carding process you can add sheep wool for more elasticity. Finally, you are ready to spin
the alpaca roving into yarn. While spinning you can add other fibers, such as cashmere or mohair, if
desired. Alpaca yarn can be a good substitute for people with wool allergies. Click either of the two
above photos to watch a short video that shows how alpaca fiber is sheared and processed!
Alpaca Yarns we Carry:
Amano Apu
100% Imperial Alpaca
Sport Weight
109 Yards per Ball
Hikoo Oh!
100% Super Baby Alpaca
Aran/Chunky Weight
191 Yards per Hank
Lana Grossa Alpaca Peru 200
100% Peruvian Baby Alpaca
Sport Weight
220 Yards per Ball

Let's keep Yak-ing!
My apologies for the terrible pun! Anyway, Yaks are the "cash cow" of Tibet or mini-buffalo's with
long hair! They not only can be domesticated but are used to transport goods, plows, milk, meat,
dung for fuel, hides and fiber. Yak products have been traced all the way back to 2300-2800 BCE.
These enormous animal's home ranges from the Himalayas to the Tibetan Plateau all the way to
Northern Mongolia and Russia. There are also a number of yak farms in the high mountains of the
Western United States.
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Like most of our fiber producing creatures, Yaks have a
double coat of long, course hairs that are great for ropes,
tents, and sturdy blankets. These longer hairs also repel
moisture and ultraviolet rays. The undercoat, or yak down,
has a diameter of 15 - 20 microns. As a point of reference
cashmere is no larger than 19 microns. Other features of yak
down is it's crimped to provide better insulation in the winter,
hypoallergenic, anti-microbial, moisture wicking and amazing
softness. Yak wool is about 10 - 15% warmer than merino
wool and softer than cashmere!
Processing yak fiber is not much different than other fibers. Yaks are either combed or plucked
every spring to produces about 1- 2 pounds of down. By combing the yak it limits the amount of
mixing of guard hairs and down. Most of the processing is done by machines to speed up the
process but can be done by hand if you have the time. First, the fleece is washed and cleaned of all
debris and guard hairs. Then the down is ready to be carded very finely to get out most of the neps
(small clumps of fiber) and finally spun. The trick to spinning the short staple length yak fiber is to
hold enough to twist without making it wiry or stiff. yak can easily be blended with other fibers to
make it softer and easier to spin.

Yak Yarns we Carry:
Lang Yarns Asia
70% Silk / 30% Yak
Fingering Weight with 158 Yards per Ball

Alliyma Maria
60% Baby Alpaca / 20% Mulberry Silk / 20% Yak
DK Weight with 173 Yards per Ball

Anzula Katara
50% Superwash Merino / 50% Yak
DK Weight with 98 Yards per Hank
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Finally, Vicuna!
Once called the cloth of gold! These adorable animals are
native to Peru and make their home in the Andes. Ancient Inca
culture only allowed royalty to wear vicuna as an ultimate gift
from the gods. The fiber was only handled and woven by "virgins
of the sun." Legend has it that the vicuna was the reincarnation of
a lovely maiden who received a gold coat after she married an old,
ugly king.
When Spanish conquistadors arrived in Peru the vicuna's were
hunted for their fleece instead of sheared. With growing times and
trends the vicuna's number went down to about 5,000 in the
1960's. It wasn't until the 1990's that vicuna's and their fiber was
more regulated by Peruvian officials. In 2014, the vicuna
population has grown to about 200,000. Today, the vicuna is the
national animal of Peru, as well as on the Peruvian coat of arms. Vicuna's in general only weight
about 150 pounds and their shoulders are around 3 feet tall and their head can reach around 5 feet
tall. Their coats are naturally a cinnamon tan color or black.

So how is the finest mammal fiber in the world made into yarn?
By using an ancient technique called chaccu, all the wild Vicuna are rounded up once every 2
years! Chaccu is a herding technique that has been used for centuries. It requires a human chain to
slowly surround and herd these animals down the rocky terrain of the Andes and slowly pinching
them into a corral. One "lucky" person gets to hide by the gate and pop out once all the Vicuna have
entered the corral. This method causes the least amount of stress and harm to the animals. Once
rounded up only those with coats 2.5 cm are sheared and then all rounded up are set free. This
celebration happens in early June and is managed closely by the government and local tribes.
Each individual vicuna produces only 1 pound of fiber and at 12 microns thick (7 microns finer
than cashmere) it is easy to understand its rarity. Because of the fragility of vicuna fiber it cannot be
treated or dyed. After being sheared and set free, the fiber is then given to local women workers to
hand pluck all the course guard hairs, and debris from the fleece. Once all the guard hairs are
removed the fleece will be carefully washed in lukewarm water and put out to dry. No forced air or
drying systems are used as everything is done by hand according to ancient traditions that have
been passed down. After it has been cleaned, it is packaged up and sent off to a production plant.
Italy, Peru and Argentina all have machines that can cater to this delicate fiber. The next stage for
this fiber is top-making and spinning. Top-making includes the carding, gilling and combing process.
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Carding - disentangles clumps, aligns fibers parallel to each other, blends the fibers and
removes contaminants
Gilling - further blends to make the coloring as even as possible, aligns and even out the fiber to
make consistent roving
Combing - removes short fibers, neps (small clusters of fiber) and debris
Once this process is done it is time for spinning and weaving into
yarn.

Vicuna Yarn we Carry:
Amano Vicuna Yarn
Due to its rarity this product is not available online.
If you are interested or have any questions fill free to call and
speak with one of our Knotty Ladies!

Blocking Exotic Fibers:
These fibers are a joy to work and make stunning pieces! After we complete a project as much as
we are in love with it sometimes it needs blocking to give it that finished look and size. Don't be
afraid with these exotic fibers there are 2 easy methods for blocking them. Both methods will work
on all 4 different fibers.
Method 1: Wet Blocking

Method 2: Dry Blocking / Spray Blocking

This method works for projects that need little to
Materials include: Blocking pins, blocking mats, no blocking, but enough to help fix a projects
dry towel, basin of cool water. Use caution when shape or a curled edge. This is the forever safe
using any type of detergent or wool washes.
blocking method and my personal go to. This is
also perfect for these temperamental yarns made
1. Immerse your project completely in cool water. When removing project from the bath make from unique fibers!
sure it is fully supported, some of these exotic
1. Pin project down on blocking mats to desired
fibers like to stretch!
shape
2. Gently roll your wet project up in a dry towel
2. Using a spray bottle gently mist your project
and squeeze out any excess water. DO NOT
until lightly damp
wring out your project by twisting. This will de3. Let dry completely before removing pins
stroy your piece!
3. Lay out flat and shape your project (Pinning
where needed). Any flat surface will work as long
as you don't need that area for a day or two.
4. Let dry completely
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